VersAbility Resources supports people with disabilities in leading productive and fulfilling lives and envisions a world where people with disabilities enjoy dignified, productive lives of their choosing as fully accepted members of society. VersAbility Resources was founded in 1953 and since then has grown tremendously to serve over 1,400 people with disabilities and their families each year in employment, community living, day support, and early childhood programs.

**VersAbility Resources Gets a Diverse Solution for its Growing Needs with Financial Edge**

VersAbility Resources started using Financial Edge in 2006, and in the past 9 years, has seen significant growth with the solution. “We've continued to use the software over the years, because with the complexity of our organization, it allows us to effectively track data from multiple sources and generate customized reports,” says Renee Rose, the organization's accounting manager.

A few years ago, Renee Rose, the organization’s accounting manager, discovered Financial Edge's Advanced Budget Management module and knew VersAbility Resources had to have it. “I told our CEO from an import standpoint alone it would pay for itself within the first few years. And just from the amount of time it

“One of the things I like about VersAbility Resources is the diversity within the organization. We provide residential services, offer support for individuals who are employed competitively in the community, provide early childhood services, and offer a range of day support activities. Financial Edge is able to support this diversity.”

— Tammy Robbs, Controller

VersAbility Resources is powered by:

- Financial Edge™
- Raiser's Edge NXT™
- Blackbaud Analytics
- Blackbaud Online Express™
- Blackbaud Merchant Services™
was saving—I’m sure it has,” Renee says. Previously, the team had to hand key budget information in, which meant thousands of lines of data. Now, the budget can be imported in under two minutes.

In addition to quick imports and hours saved with Financial Edge, VersAbility Resources is able to easily report on the many different types of funds it handles for its residents, manage the incoming funds better, and improve accountability and transparency. “With Blackbaud, we’re able to track revenue and expenses, and we’re able to generate the financial reports we need to present to our board of directors, internal managers, and banking institutions. We’re able to satisfy their needs, because the reports are pretty diverse,” says Renee. Just as important, VersAbility Resources gets audited numerous times throughout the year, and Financial Edge empowers the organization to be prepared for those audits and other contractual requirements.

On top of improving transparency with its board, the organization can track and report on exactly where donations are going. By showing donors the real impact of their contributions, they feel a closer connection to the cause and are more likely to continue giving their support.

Financial Edge also offers the flexibility the accounting managers need. They can now gauge variances between actuals and budgets, and then make appropriate adjustments. And they enjoy creating projected budgets, so they can see where they will most likely end up at the end of the year, which is a piece of information that the board finds extremely important.

Now, tasks that used to take a lot of steps and time can be done in an instant with Financial Edge, whether it’s finding a random piece of information or running a report on a specific budget. The accounting and leadership teams are now able to see and understand how the organization is performing and progressing toward objectives. With Financial Edge’s robust accounting capabilities, VersAbility Resources can run efficiently and keep up with its growing and evolving needs.